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Front Cover Photo: 73130 + 1753 heading up the demonstration line at the Finmere Gala, 12th August 2017

Editor’s Comments: Welcome to TRACKS extra the first 32 page quarterly supplement to
TRACKS. Numbering will stay in the main TRACKS range (see above) so they can be filed in order.
As you can see I have cut out all the regular bits pertaining to Officials, Society Notices, Events and
Sales which are in the main mag, so freeing up max space for articles / photos....31½ pages in fact.
These extra issues will contain non date critical articles including RAILWAY GLOBETROTTERS. The
back page, relieved from carrying our sales items will feature SIGNAL BOX SURVEY a series which
has been sporadic but now hopefully will be a permanent fixture. With more boxes under threat I can
at least start showing those submitted by various members as requested. Any that get demolished will
feature most likely as part of an article in the main mag under INFRASTRUCTURE NEWS as with
Elgin West and Forres in the Nov 2017 issue. I will list those I have in due course but please continue
to get out and photograph boxes on the network as they will soon be just a memory on the mainline.
The trial issue was supposed to be last month but that would have been named Autumn, so logically
this Winter issue will now flow into 2018 without a gap. Hopefully you approve of this new format. The
next issue, Spring 2018 will appear with the Mar / Apr 2018 issue, then Summer / Autumn and Winter
will appear with the May / Jun, Sep / Oct and Nov / Dec issues respectively...fingers crossed !!
Magazine Contributors: Thanks to Keith Blackman, Ken Bull, Martin Eden, Peter Follett, Colin
James, Simon Mutten, Colin Pottle, Graham Stockton, Ray Smith, David Spencer & Trevor
Roots. We are sorry if anyone has
been missed. Photos not credited
are by Trevor Roots.

PRESERVATION
PHOTO SPOT:
STEAM 1
right
RS 0-6-0T 3 [730] ‘Twizell’
St Andrews House, Tanfield Railway
1st May 2017 (Ray Smith)
£1.50 where sold separately
Printed & distributed in the UK by Henry Ling Limited, at the Dorset Press, Dorchester DT1 1HD
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PRESERVATION GALAS
Finmere Station (FIN) Open Day by Trevor Roots:
Following the success of the 30th NSE Anniversary Open Day held in 2016 (see report in September
2016 issue), Finmere Station opened its doors for only the second time to the public over the weekend
of the 12-13th August 2017. This event however could only be attended by purchasing one of only 150
tickets (£15) in advance, so as
Finmere was one of the few
Cl.421 4-CIG 1753
remaining sites with ex-BR stock I
had not yet visited, a ticket was
immediately ordered once the date
was announced...now just had to
pay 15 times the ticket price to get
there!!

Finmere Station looking east showing the
recently installed signal rescued from near Berwick, East Sussex
The site of Finmere Station is on the west side of the A4421 just north of Newton Purcell in
Buckinghamshire. An island platform is all that remains.

Cl.405 4-SUB TSO 977364, RH 4wDM D3058 [458961] & 46 [242868], vans 024762, 230022*,
230172* (* identities not sure) & open 741098
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The site is the base for the NSE Society and their interesting collection of stock though it is owned by
Coulsdon Old Vehicle & Engineering Society, which initially used it for the storage of vintage road
vehicles, but subsequently brought it back into rail use. Other privately owned vehicles like the French
coach are also based on site.
73130 still sporting Eurostar Scharfenberg couplers,
one of only two to still do so,
the other being 73118

right French SK 7122
below looking west from the platform showing the
mixture of stock and the short demonstration line
which is only 3 x the length of 73130 + 1753
I chose to visit on the Saturday and with only a
limited number of tickets the site was very quiet.
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The weather thankfully turned out fine, considering the distance travelled so a relaxing couple of hours
was spent trying to photograph everything from every angle. There was however a line of stock in a
siding alongside the headshunt which was cordoned off, but at least all could be seen from the train
which slowly crept from station to headshunt with 73130 hauling 1753 every half hour. In fact the 2
locos and 4 wagons had only recently arrived from Titley Jnct, so a bonus.

above
RH 4wDM 46 [242868
left RH 4wDM D3058 [458961]
Locos: 73130
RH 4wDM D3058 [458961] & 46 [242868] (both recently transferred from Titley Jnct)
EMUs: Cl.421 4-CIG 1753 (76048 + 62043 + 70721 + 76102),
(the driving cars from set 930301 are at St Leonards),
Cl.416 2-EBP Sandite / De-icing units 930204 (977874 + 977875) formerly 5703 65302 + 65304) /
903206 (930034) (977925 + 977924) formerly (65379 + 65382)
Cl.421 TSRB 69339 (7053)
Wagons: 5pl open 741098, vans 230022 (783304), 230172 (782882) & 024762 (76978) (all recently
transferred from Titley Jnct), conflat 060981 (505997)
Coach: French SK 7122
Underground: LUL Northern 1959 Stock 1018, 1304 + 2304 + 9305 (all recently transferred from
Motcombe, Shaftesbury

Cl.416 2-EBP Sandite / De-icing unit 930206 (930034)
above left 977925 (65379), above right 977924 (65382)
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above Cl.416 2-EBP 65302 (5703)) + 65304 (5705)

Cl.421 TSRB 69339

Cl.416 2-EBP 65304 (5705)

Trolleys: 4wh 6seat unpowered FL016013, 2w-2PMR RTU50097 (99.70.9901.042-0) [ST/03/38]
2w-2BER MPP13736 (99.70.9901.024-8 (5E/0007] & RTU13734 (99.70.9901.123-8) [5E/0007]
Other Road Vehicles: Traction engine: HO 5629 ‘PROGRESS’ + trailer
Buses: RML 2620 (NML 620E) and cut down RML 2284 (CUV 284C), 6w DD42 and Enviro

above LUL Northern 1959 Stock 9305 + 2304 + 1304 with French coach behind
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above LUL Northern 1959 Stock 1018 &
RML 2620 (NML 620E)
one interesting aspect of 1753 was a bar in
named coach 62043
(see left)
below conflat 060981 in the siding
alongside the northern side of the platform
with traction engine + trailer in the shed
beyond
With a few more preserved items ticked off
the list, particularly the ex-BR stock, this
was another successful visit to one of
those awkward to visit smaller private sites.
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A must see for EMU enthusiasts as this site now boasts one of the larger mixed EMU collections (10)
in preservation alongside EDV (10) (see article elsewhere) and DMR (13). This is due to most of the
EMUs (originally 13) at the East Kent Railway (EKR) moving away and the recent closure of the
Coventry Electric Museum (COV) forcing the dispersal of the largest EMU collection of 30 vehicles.
th

Great Central Railway, Autumn Diesel Gala, 9-10 Sep 2017 by Colin James:
I made a trip to the Great Central Railway on the Sunday of the 2 day Diesel Gala over the weekend
of 9-10th September on what was a cool, cloudy day with brief patches of sunshine and drizzly rain.
D6535 departing Quorn & Woodhouse
at 10.40 working the 2A10 10.30
Loughborough Central – Leicester
North service, 10th September 2017

Visiting the railway for the gala were D5343 (courtesy of the Cotswold Mainline Diesel Group, GWR) &
D7017 (courtesy of Diesel & Electric Preservation Group, WSR). Home fleet locos in use were D8098,
D5185, D5830 & D6535. 37714 was scheduled to work on the Sunday, but was failed and withdrawn
from service in the morning. Cl.101 DMU 50321 + 51427 was also in service, which included trips
down the Mountsorrel Quarry branch.

D5185 + D5343 on 2B13 12.00
Leicester North – Loughborough Central service
arriving at Quorn & Woodhouse at 12.21, 10th September 2017
Locomotives not in use on the day were 08s 13101, D3690, 08694, 08907 and newly refurbished
1705. Stored and stabled DMU stock at Loughborough were cl 101s 50203, 50266 & Cl.111 59575. At
Quorn & Woodhouse were stored Cl.127s 51616 & 51622. Noted at Loughborough was the new brake
tender, painted but as yet un-numbered, but to take the next number in the series from the originals,
B964122.
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D7017 passes Beeches Rd
Loughborough at 14.17 working the
2A34 14.15 Loughborough Central – Leicester
North service, 10th September 2017
Stock, with the exception of the Gresley Buffet, was all BR Mk1s. A tried and tested timetable was in
use, with services from Loughborough Central to Leicester North interspaced with top & tail services to
Rothley. The Cl.101 DMU visited the Mountsorrel Quarry branch on its booked Rothley turns. The
lunchtime dining train also ran, steam hauled by Ivatt 2-6-0 46521.

above brake tender B964122 complete but yet un-numbered, stored in Loughborough sidings
th

West Somerset Railway, 4-12 Sep 2017 by Colin James:
The West Somerset Railway played host to Gresley 4-6-2 60103 ‘Flying Scotsman’ over 8 days
between the 4th & 12th September. I made the trip down to the WSR on Monday the 11th for the last
day and a half of the Scotsman timetable, staying long enough on Wednesday to see the normal
service in operation.
For the Flying Scotsman timetable the railway had 4 trains in operation, 2 express passenger trains
and 2 stopping trains for ordinary ticket holders. On the 2 days I was there, 60103 and Hall 4-6-0 6990
‘Raveningham Hall’ worked the 2 express trains of 8 BR Mk1 coaches each (pre-booked ticket holders
travelled one way behind 60103 and back behind 6990). The regular passenger trains were worked by
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Manor 4-6-0 7820 ‘Dinmore Manor’ with 5 BR Mk1 coaches and the 3 car Cl.115 DMU 51859 + 59678
+ 51880. Allowing for the gradient between Bishop’s Lydeard & Crowcombe Heathfield, railhead
conditions and NRM conditions of use, 60103 was banked on some services on those 2 days by
D6575.

60103 t&t D6575 pass through Williton
at 14.51 passing D1010 on the 14.13
Bishop’s Lydeard to Minehead service,
11th September 2017

51859 + 59678 + 51880 approaching Blue Anchor at 11.34 on
the 11.20 Minehead to Bishop’s Lydeard service,
12th September 2017

The timetable allowed for travelling time between the intermediate stations, with friendly staff on hand
willing to have a chat. At Williton D6566 & D1010 ‘Western Campaigner’ were stabled alongside the
platforms.
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Washford is the home of the Somerset & Dorset Railway Trust Museum, with steam engines: 6 [1788]
Kilmersdon’ Peckett 0-4-0ST ‘& 9 [1219] ‘Caledonia Works’ Barclay 0-4-0ST inside the shed and
diesels 6320 [578] Barclay 0-4-0DM (ex-Royal Ordnance Factory Puriton) (photo below right) &
AM238 (24) [210479] Ruston 4wDM (ex-Air
Ministry) (photo below left) in the yard along with
a variety of preserved wagons.

Dunster has a large civil engineers base, with several of the more modern wagons present as well as
stored Cl.117 DMU centre car 59491.
7820 departing Blue Anchor at 13.34,
on the 12.00 Bishop’s Lydeard to
Minehead, 12th September 2017

Minehead was visited on the Wednesday before travelling home. Two locomotives were in service,
6990 & S&DJR 7F 53808. D2133 was in use as station pilot, un-numbered D2271 in recently applied
BR green livery (see LIVERIES) was stored in the sidings and D1661 ‘North Star’ was stabled in the
yard. Steam engines identified on site were GWR King 4-6-0 6024 ‘King Edward I’ & Manor 4-6-0
7828 ‘Odney Manor’ under restoration & stored Prairie 2-6-2T 4110 (subject of a fund raising
campaign having not worked since 1965).
6990 passing through Washford at 16.11 on the
15.30 Bishop’s Lydeard to Minehead service,
12th September 2017
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4110 un-restored
with D1661 behind,
in the headshunt, Minehead
11th September 2017

During my visit the timetable
was well observed, with
stopping trains arriving in
plenty of time to allow the nonstops a free run. The Flying
Scotsman services were all
D2133 shunting
sold out, though the general
coaching stock at
service
trains
less
well
09.44 in Minehead station
populated.
The
lineside
sidings, 13th September 2017
locations were generally quiet
until
just
before
Flying
Scotsman was due to pass. The weather was a bit Jekyll & Hyde, hot sunshine one moment & cool
rain the next as the wind picked up. Fortunately storm Aileen passed through with overnight rain and
did not adversely affect the railway’s operations.

53808 departing
Minehead at 10.12 working
the 10.10 Minehead to Bishop’s Lydeard
service, 13th September 2017
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RAILWAYS & MUSEUMS
This is an occasional series aimed at featuring those museums around the UK that contain railway
traction / rolling stock. Whilst there are several railway based museums and many preserved sites with
collections housed in museums there are a myriad of various industrial, transport and country life
museums that have the odd railway item, some of which are featured in the UK Combine. If you come
across an obscure museum please let me know or better still write an article accompanied by photos.

The Pallot Steam, Motor & General Museum, Jersey by David Spencer:
Stretching the definition of Museums in the UK to dependencies allows this article to be considered.
The Museum at Rue de Bechet, Trinity is the personal collection of Lyndon Pallot which created for
the permanent preservation of steam
engines, farm machinery, vehicles
and other interesting artefacts. It
opened in 1990 and has gradually
been extended with a replica station
building and engine shed built in
1996. On Thursdays only, short 10
minute rides can be had with 1952
built Peckett 0-4-0ST [2129] (see left)
hauling 2 ex-North London Railway
4w coaches (bodies only) fixed to 8w
underframes after moving to Jersey in
1989, the parts salvaged from
Woodham Bros Barry scrapyard.

There are 3 other steam locos in the museum:
Peckett 1948 built 0-4-0ST [2085] (see right).

Societie Anonyme des Ateliers de la Meuse,
Belgium 1933 built [3442] 0-6-0T (see left). Used
for coal alongside the River Meuse near Liege the
loco arrived in Jersey in 1987 after lying derelict for
30 years (see left)
Bagnall 1931 built 0-4-0ST [2450] ‘J.T.DALY’. It
first entered service with Horsely Bridge & Thomas
Piggot Ltd at their works in Tipton, Staffordshire
where it was in service until 1969. One of the
directors of this company was J T Daly Esq., hence
the nameplate, and his namesake was to stay in service for 38 years. The locomotive was sold to its
second owner, Mr Allan Civil of the Foxfield Light Railway, still in the county of Staffordshire. In 1982 it
was purchased and renovated by Alderney Railway Society for whom it carried out passenger duties
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between Braye Harbour and Mannez Quarry. In November 1993 it was moved to Jersey where it
underwent refurbishment (see below). This loco can be used in service unlike the previous two.

NBL 1958 built 0-4-0DH D1 [27734] is also stored outside which was withdrawn from service with
Esso, Ellesmere Port. This loco was used as a demonstrator at Old Oak Common. The other standard
gauge rolling stock consists of 3 original coaches from the railway system, a 4w side ducket brake
third c1890 and a 4w brake third c1885 (grounded body) both inside and a 4w third (grounded body)
outside. A steel 22t low drop sided is the only wagon on site, 083628 (B 932437).
It is open from early April until the end of October, Mon – Sat 10.00-17.00.
As a footnote, my trip to Jersey in mid June 2017 turned out to a less than perfect trip. There were 18
in my party heading for Jersey who were dropped off at Birmingham Airport to a massive queue at the
Flybe check in with only one clerk to deal with ten or more flights. The last call for our flight was made
before any of us had even reached the check in so just 3 of us got through. However security would
not let us through as the flight had supposedly gone though they relented after a telephone check. I
then got to the gate to be told it was closing in five minutes to which I told them there were still 15
others to come. No good we were let on leaving the others still in the check in queue! To add insult to
injury my case did not follow me and despite promises, it was Sunday afternoon, 30 hours, before I
was reunited with it. As for my other companions, 13 got on the next flight and the last two on the late
afternoon flight. To top it all, using what clearly was an out of date guide I also managed to visit on a
day no trains were running, the Wednesday, the day the above photos were taken.

PRESERVATION
PHOTO SPOT:
STEAM 2
left
RW Hawthorn, Leslie
0-4-0ST 2 [2859]
Sunniside, Tanfield Railway
st
1 May 2017 (Ray Smith)
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ACCIDENTS
This is an occasional series devoted to showing the various mishaps / crashes that have befallen
rolling stock in the UK over the years including current incidents. If you have photos and any
accompanying info, then please forward to the Editor.

Norton Bridge: On the 16th
October 2003 an intermodal
freight,
4M53
Ipswich
–
Manchester
Trafford
Park,
hauled by 86631 (E3188) +
86611 (E3171) ‘Airey Neave’
ran into the back of another
stationary freight at 03.12 at
Norton Bridge, Staffordshire on
the WCML. The 86s had passed
a red signal. There were no
serious injuries with the crew of
86631
retreating
into
the
machine room. Neither loco was
deemed fit to repair with 86631
the most seriously damaged.
86611
was
withdrawn
in
November 2003 and cut in
February 2005 with 86631
lasting a while longer, being
withdrawn in April 2004 and cut in March 2005, by HNRC at Bombardier, Crewe.
above the de-railed wagons from 4M53 which included FGA 601634 & 601232 (Ken Bull)

above & below the bent locos stabilised with sleepers (Ken Bull)
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PRESERVATION SITE PROFILE
Following the DRS Open Day Colin Pottle, Darren Pavitt and Simon Mutten called in to the Eden
Valley Railway, Cumbria on their way home Sunday 23rd July 2017. Photos are by Colin Pottle with
additional photos by myself (TR) taken on my various visits, ed.

Eden Valley Railway by Simon Mutten: Passenger services on the 8 mile line which ran
from Appleby East to Kirkby Stephen East, ceased in 1962 with the remaining Appleby to Warcop
section remaining open until 1989 for army traffic to the nearby training camp. Based at Warcop,
between the B6259 and the A66, 3½ miles southeast of Appleby the railway is run by the Eden Valley
Railway Trust which was formed in 1995 to preserve the Warcop to Appleby section heading
northwest which is still intact and hopefully eventually south-eastwards to Kirkby Stephen East where
the Stainmore Railway is based, though this section has been lifted. Starting in 1999 the line has been
progressively cleared for 2 miles (the limit of current ownership) back towards Appleby, terminating at
Southfields since April 2013. To the east of Warcop station and beyond a public footpath that cuts the
through the site there are sidings up to a headshunt at Flitholme to which brake van rides started in
2003. The first passenger train ran west in 2006 but in May 2007 an Army lorry hit the Warcop road
bridge just west of the station stopping services until reluctantly repaired allowing services to resume
at Easter 2009.

above looking north from the B6259 across the A66 to Murton Fell beyond with stock on the track to
Flitholme on the extreme right and Warcop on the extreme left with 205009 in Connex livery then 2
MLVs and a 4CEP, 26th February 2012 (TR)
205009 (60108) at the platform with
Warcop signal box, 23rd July 2017 (CP)
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a clearer view of Warcop signal box and the station building with
205009 (60108) down the track towards Warcop road overbridge,
6th July 2010 (TR)

The only remaining structures on the line are Warcop station and signal box. Further towards Appleby
there is the grade II listed Coupland Beck viaduct and Appleby East station in use as a scrap yard.
Scrap had to be cleared from the line to allow the DEMU and 4CEPS to be moved to Warcop by rail
on the connecting track from the Settle – Carlisle main line.

looking southwest from the signal box to the station yard
with Mk1 13344, 4CEP 2311 (61805) and MLV 9003,
47799 is behind 9003 to the left of the Wickham shed just visible, 11th June 2017 (TR)

above looking northwest across the public footpath to the station yard with 4CEP 2315 to the fore
and 37250 since moved to Leeming Bar, WEN, 6th July 2010 (TR)
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On the day of our visit we seemed to be the only visitors
and as we couldn’t stay for the booked 11.00 service, it
didn’t run. However we received a warm welcome from
the staff and in particular Caroline Matthews, who took
time out to give us a guided tour of the site.
right 47799 tucked behind MLV 9003
out of sight of the road, 23rd July 2017 (CP)
It’s fair to say the railway has some interesting and
unusual stock, with an intriguing predominance of
southern region stock including two 4-CEP units
2311/15, a Cl.205 DEMU 205009 and three MLV
vehicles 68003/05/10, the later (68010) housing the
ticket office and emporium. 68005 has a generator with
numerous extra batteries on board and is used to haul
stock around. The extra weight in the vehicle is clear to
see by the difference in height of the buffers. We were
told that Caroline’s husband, who owns the vehicles, is
a fan of Southern region stock, and they were able to purchase them for around £100 each! Main line
locos on site were 37042 and 47799. The 37 is very slowly and sadly falling into disrepair having not
moved since arrival in April 2011. 47799, arriving in Dec 2011, is supposedly a runner but is similarly
looking shabby
There are also 5 industrial diesel shunters of which 2
are non-runners (marked *) awaiting overhaul, [8343]
‘Darlington’ RSH 0-6-0DH*, 21 [420045] JF 0-4-0DH,
ND3815 [2389] Hunslet 0-4-0DM, ARMY244 [130C]
TH rebuilt from [22971] JF 0-4-0DM* and WD 72226
[5262DC2181] Drewry/Vulcan 0-4-0DM. Also present
is diesel crane DRT 81343 + match wagon DS 70281
and hidden in its own shed (see left) Wickham trolley
965050 [7565]...the only item I have never seen, ed.

crane DRT 81343
with 37042 beyond, 23rd July 2017 (CP)
37042, 23rd July
2017 (CP)

There are also seven ex-BR
coaches, MCV 889020, CCT 94749,
MK1 FKs 13308, 13344 (seating area
for buffet) and BGs 80610, 80721
(buffet and shop), 81271. The
numerous wagons include one item
of interest, High Speed Freight
Vehicle 4. Originally built as a ferry
van, it had an experimental
suspension fitted at Derby in 1968 in
order to trial high speed running of
four wheeled freight vehicles. It was
renumbered RDB 787319 and given
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the designation HSFV4 and has a flat roof. Full details of this vehicle and most of the other stock on
site can be found on the railway’s website evr-cumbria.org.uk which is being gradually updated. Most
of the stock can however be viewed from the adjacent road and footpath that separates the station
yard and facilities from the sidings.

above left 21 [420045] JF 0-4-0DH
above right [8343] ‘Darlington’ RSH 0-6-0DH minus its nameplates, 23rd July 2017 (CP)

WD 72226 [5262DC2181] Drewry/Vulcan
0-4-0DM, 14th October 2012 (TR)

ARMY244 [130C] TH rebuilt from [22971] JF 0-4-0DM,
23rd July 2017 (CP)

above left shark brake van 993860 with behind ND3815 [2389] Hunslet 0-4-0DM
above right snowplough 965197, 23rd July 2017 (CP)
The railway operates passenger trains from March to September on the weekends and Bank Holidays
and some weekday workings in summer. Services are predominantly undertaken by the DEMU in a
very smart chocolate & cream livery applied to cover the graffiti it arrived with. There’s a lot of ‘work in
progress’ at the site, and they are always on the lookout for volunteers. Its position tucked away in a
sparsely populated part of the northwest, though close to a busy route and limited running, no steam
etc may contribute to its lack of visitors. But it’s certainly worth a call if you are in the area, Sat Nav
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CA16 6PR. They are open every Sunday until the end of October and the following 13 extra days in
August, 8/9/15/16/21-26/28.

above looking northwest with van 762586 leading a line of stock, HSFV4 787319, ferryvans
787277/6897, 23rd July 2017 (CP) and below from the other end looking southeast, dogfish
983010/197/054, lowmac 263282, sturgeon 994430 and loco [8343]
with Mk1 coaches 80610 (blue/grey) and 13308 (maroon) to the left, 11th June 2017 (TR)
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DAYS OUT
Mid Suffolk Light Railway by Martin Eden:
Travelling back home from Norfolk on Sunday 20th August provided the perfect opportunity to visit the
Mid Suffolk Light Railway (MSLR) based at Brockford Station in Wetheringsett near Stowmarket,
which only operates on Sundays. At
Brockford, with its unique MSLR style
Cockerill 0-4-0VBT
signage you will find a small collection of
[2525]
standard gauge stock. Locos are exCEGB Bagnall 0-4-0ST [2595], Hudswell
Clarke 0-6-0ST [1604] & Cockerill 040VBT [2525]. Coaches, consist of several
pre-grouping 19th century carriages of
which only 3, all 4w, are operational,
No.12 ex-Metropolitan RCW&C Adams
1875 4w brake third fixed to an ex-LNER
brake van underframe, No.13 a Brown
Marshalls 1876 4w third fixed to a
unknown tube wagon underframe and
GER 1863 First No.140, possibly the only
Eastern Counties coach to survive. The
rest of the coaches (6) being grounded
bodies. There were a dozen wagons
including horse box 15 (fictitious number) ex-Great Eastern 180 built in 1869 by S.J. Claye which is
the oldest railway horsebox in the country though fixed to an ex-conflat underframe. It has a groom’s
compartment that you can ride in when in service. NER Y7 0-4-0T 985, which is currently on loan from
the North Norfolk Railway was in steam on the day hauling trains on the short running track of a
quarter of a mile. There is a very informative museum detailing the history of the line together with
photos and artefact’s. The site also has a shop, café, and a real ale bar built in a grounded coach
body. Two hours spent at the site was sufficient to look around and fit in a couple of trips behind the
Y7. Everyone was extremely friendly and happy to answer any questions and there was a steady flow
of people coming and going with the 3 coach train well loaded on each return trip.

Ruston & Hornsby
0-4-0DM [304470] ‘ALSTON’
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ex CEGB Bagnall 0-4-0ST [2595]
with 4w vent van 611873

It’s always difficult to try and fit in visits to
smaller operations but the MSLR is worth a
visit particularly as Bressingham Steam
Museum and Gardens and their extensive
narrow gauge system is only 15 miles away,
so you have the opportunity to visit two
locations on the same day with relative ease.

above horsebox

right & opposite top
Y7 0-4-0T 985
with 4w coaches
No.180 + No.13 +
No.12 (brake)

22

4w coaches No.12 (brake) + No.13
+ No.180 behind Y7 0-4-0T 985

PRESERVATION PHOTO SPOT: DIESEL
27059 (D5410) nearing the end of its restoration
at Cranmore, ESR
8th October 2017 (Keith Blackman)
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OTP PROFILE
just three Plasser &
Theurer Tamper / Liner
track machines have
integrated trailers
ZWA 08-16/4x4C100-RT
DR 73933 & 73934 built
2003 by and operated by
SB Rail and DR 73919
built 2001 operated by
Colas Rail
right DR 73933
Elgin Yard,
25th October 2017
below DR 73919 on
13.13 Wickford Down
Sidings - Downham
Market (15.13)
27th October 2017
(Keith Partlow)

below DR 73934 & left showing a better view of the non trailer
cab, Granthouse (alongside the ECML), 2nd October 2017
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RAILWAY GLOBETROTTERS
The Story of 2017 by Ray Smith:
Normally, I write about a specific tour. However, 2017 has been a good year for me so I am writing
about the year....so far.

India:
The year started out in
February with my annual
tour to India with Ffestiniog
Travel. This was my 6th visit
to this country. The tour
itinerary is to do the three
Hill Railways. These are
Kalka to Shimla, The
Darjeeling and the Nilgiri
railway. As expected, if we
are to travel this far, non
railway sites were also
visited. The Golden Temple
at Amritsar, Taj Mahal, Delhi,
the Bay of Bengal and more
are included, however I am
only concentrating on the
railway side of this tour.
above
our haul to Ambala, Cl.Xxx, 25013
Amritsar, 22nd February 2017
left & below
plinthed outside Ambala station were
ex-Kalka – Shimla ZDM-3, 152 and
2-8-2 3437, 22nd February 2017
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Leaving the British winter behind we arrive in Delhi first then take another flight to Amritsar. Now with
temperatures higher than the British summer average the next two days were spent sightseeing. On
the early morning of day 4 we took our first train journey across the Punjab to Ambala, (from there we
went by road to Chandigrah due to a railway dispute). We made sure that we got to the station about
an hour before departure to allow the group time to take photographs and view the movements. We
also let the group spend a short time when we arrive at our destination(s) to also take photographs.
left the ZDM-3 class were built
for the line between 1970-82 but
are all withdrawn or stored as
with 162 outside the Kalka
workshops, 23rd February 2017
below ZDM-4A, 205 a non
resident to the Kalka, Shimla,
receives attention at the Kalka
workshops, 23rd February 2017

Temperature change! We went from Chandigarh
by coach to Kalka. Still enjoying the high
temperatures we visited the locomotive
workshops and the railcar shed hidden away out
of sight unless you know where it is! After that a
private charter took us on the five(ish) hour
journey to Shimla. Arriving minutes before
sunset the temperature plummets to a ‘Geordie
Summer’. On two past visits there had still been
snow there and this year there was heavy rain.
Included in the itinerary was a private steam
charter to Shoghi using the preserved KC class locomotive who with her sisters ran on the line before
dieselisation.

the ZDM-3s live on with a new style body as with above 705 arriving into Sonwara and
opposite top 711 one of the more recent arrivals arriving at Kandaghat, 23rd February 2017
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above Northern Railways Cl.KC, 2-6-2T
502 being inspected on arriving at Sumer
Hill which is the first station out of Shimla,
this loco keeps getting threatened to be
taken out of service for a major overhaul,
but somehow it still turns up each year!
24th February 2017
Leaving on the morning train we returned
back to Kalka to connect with the
Shatabdi* Express to Delhi, arriving after
dark (* due to the size of the country
many trains take more than a day to get
to their destination so the coach layouts
comprise of sleeping compartments. The
Shatabdi coaches are for daytime
schedules and have tables and chairs).
The first full day in Delhi was sightseeing
finishing at the National Railway Museum.

above running a full circle around the museum,
riding this Joy Train is a good way to initially get
orientated as to what’s where!
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National Railway Museum,
Delhi, 26th February 2017
left P class 4-6-0 31652
(previously illustrated on p39
in the Sep 2014 issue in a
different livery)
below 203 a diminutive 6wh
Fowler built shunter operated
on the Southern Railway
(previously illustrated on p33
in the March 2013 issue in a
different livery)

left 18040 1962 built Co-Co, class
WDM-2
bottom left
although many B class, 0-4-0s are
still in service on the Darjeeling Hill
Railway, 777 is preserved in its
original green livery (what a
difference when illustrated on p41 in
the Sep 2014 issue)
below Delhi Railway, 0-4-0 ‘Phoenix’
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The next day, the 27th February was
spent going to Agra to visit the Taj
Mahal and the Red Fort.
left for our outward and return from
Delhi to Agra we had WAP-5,
30086 in charge, seen here prior to
departing Delhi, 27th February 2017
below WAG-9 31316, Agra,
27th February 2017
The next day we had more Delhi
sightseeing before catching the
Rajdhani Express for an almost 24
hour journey to New Jalpaiguri,
followed by a short road transfer to
our hotel in Siliguri.

initially our haul from Delhi to New Jalpaiguri was WAP-7 30212 but when we ran out of overhead
wires at Barauni Jnct, WDP-4B 40089 took over seen above backing onto our train
with WDG-4 12336 standing alongside, 1st March 2017
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After lunch in our Siliguri hotel we headed for Siliguri Jnct where the Darjeeling Hill Railways (DHR)
has a depot. The line starts at New Jalpaiguri although that section to Siliguri Junction is not used and
the cost for a private charter was ridiculously high, so omitted from this year’s itinerary. Indian
Railways also use Siliguri Jnct, so there was a lot to see.

not originally a DHR diesel, class NDM-6 600,
seen partly dismantled arrived to replace 603
which was badly damaged in a derailment,
Siliguri Jnct shed, 1st March 2017

also in bits is NDM-6 604,
Siliguri Jnct shed, 1st March 2017

above & below this particular diesel railcar should have all vehicles numbered in the 13xxx series,
however this set had interloper driving motor 11095 (leading above) with the rear car having the
correct driving motor 13002, Siliguri Jnct, 1st March 2017
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above class WDM-2 16519 arriving at Siliguri Jnct, 1st March 2017,
this class originally had just short of 900 locomotives
From Siliguri Jnct the DHR runs to Kurseong, passing the workshops at Tindharia on route, running
over the new section below the workshops. The original line was washed away a few years ago after
torrential rain caused the hillside to collapse, taking a part of the workshops with it (see photos on
p34/35 in the Apr 2013 issue). We visited the workshops as part of the tour.
photos by Ray Smith (to be cont)

PRESERVATION PHOTO SPOT: ON SHED

Marley Hill shed, Tanfield Railway
1st May 2017 (Ray Smith)
above Bagnall 0-6-0ST 20 (WD 75256)
[2779] with R&W Hawthorne 0-4-0ST
14 [3056] & RSH 0-4-0ST [7409] ‘Sir
Cecil A Cochrane’ to the left
left who’s nicked my boiler...
RSH 0-6-0ST 49 (WD 75062) [7098]
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SIGNAL BOX SURVEY
ART DECO ‘ODEON’ STYLE

above Dorking situated at the north end of Dorking station (originally Dorking North), opened 15th May
1938. Note the space for North which was never used. It is one of three remaining signal boxes on the
line between Horsham and Leatherhead, the others being Holmwood and Horsham, both listed. It
contains a Westinghouse type A2 44 lever frame, though not all are still in use. It controls the line from
Box Hill & Westhumble to Warnham. Note the bridge to the left is the A24 and the land to the right was
originally carriage sidings, 16th October 2010 (Peter Follett)
below Templecombe, opened 15th May 1938, is situated on the up platform survived closure of the
station in 1966 when the line reverted to single track and the demolition of the station buildings in
1968. The signal box controlled the double track west of the station until control of a new signalling
system passed to Basingstoke, closing on the 24th February 2012. It is the one of two remaining signal
boxes on the line between Yeovil Jnct and Salisbury, the other being Gillingham,
23rd March 2016 (Graham Stockton)
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